
Illustrating Brand 
Voice Principle 
Development
A sample breakdown of developing 
voice principle for a brand



The following encapsulates what the company is all about:

Tagline: Analyze. Develop. Deliver.

We are entrepreneurs. We are committed to getting things done. We work closely with the 

client side by side. We apply structured methods of reasoning. We look at the problem from 

various angles. We are not afraid of delivering unconventional solutions. We analyze 

situations, develop solutions, and implement results.
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Company Overview

Our sample company is an entrepreneurial 
consultancy and financing firm
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Value Propositions
The company overview provided presented several value propositions. To plan out a consistent brand voice principle, it would 

be helpful to visually represent* the value propositions and their relationships.

*Usually, this is done on a whiteboard in 

front of a panel or team.

Working closely, side by 
side with clients

Getting things done

“We are 
entrepreneurs”

Structured methods of 
reasoning

Unafraid of the 
unconventional

Various angles

Analyze, develop
solutions, implement

results
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Brand Value Statement

From the company overview and the relationships of the company’s value propositions, this is the initial brand value statement:

“[Company] is an entrepreneurial consulting and financing firm.

We are experienced entrepreneurs who work side by side with our clients to analyze situations through structured methods of reasoning, 

studying various angles of approach to develop solutions without discounting the unconventional in an effort to pursue our commitment to 

delivering results.

We analyze, develop, and deliver.”

The next step would be to identify core company traits from its given value propositions and use them to dictate marketing messaging.
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Core Traits Dictate Messaging

Experienced

Established and recognized since [est. date] with 

proven track record and exemplary portfolio.

A professional, structured approach to analysis & 

problem solving with an open mind towards 

unconventional solutions.

Structured without being 
conventional

“Side by side” with clients

Working closely with clients to ensure 

performance delivery standards and results 

tailored to client needs

Trustworthy & reliable

Track record, expertise, and experience exudes 

trustworthiness & reliability

Adhering to best practices while remaining open-

minded to out of the box approaches guaranteeing 

resolution

Cutting-edge execution

1 : 1 solutions & consulting

Accessible & always focusing on the bottom-line: 

it’s always about the client & their situations & 

solutions

CommunicationBrand Traits

Next, guidelines should be defined to 

maintain consistency of messaging.
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Guidelines for Messaging

Trustworthy & reliable

Always remain professional and 

authoritative, speaking from the voice of a 

mentor or coach.

• Use professional verbiage and tone

• Always maintain authority by being 

data-driven and always providing 

information and insight backed by data

• Communicate to audiences as if giving 

counsel or advice, always looking out for 

their best interest

Focus on solutions and resolutions, strategy, 

and planning. Throughout communications 

always convey proficiency in structured 

approaches and confidence in 

unconventional mindsets.

• Highlight specific effective structured 

and unconventional approaches the 

brand embraces

• Expound on methodology wherever 

applicable and clarify preferred 

approach to specific situations

Cutting-edge execution 1 : 1 solutions & consulting

Maintain an accessible and approachable 

manner, in spite of the professional tone. 

Converse with audiences, speaking to 

individuals and not talking at crowds.

• Preferably use second person 

perspective

• Maintain conversational but 

professional language

• Always focus on the audience, their 

concerns, or roadmaps to the solutions 

they seek

These parameters will guide the 

company’s communication strategy.
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The New Value Statement

“We are experienced entrepreneurs who work side by side with our clients to analyze situations through structured methods of reasoning, studying 

various angles of approach to develop solutions without discounting the unconventional in an effort to pursue our commitment to delivering results.”

Trustworthy & reliable Cutting-edge execution 1:1 solutions & consulting

“You can rely on our experience as entrepreneurs with proven track records to get things done. Side by side with you, we analyze your situation 

through structured methods of reasoning, making sure that we look at your problems from various angles to provide the most ideal solutions 

possible. Unafraid of the unconventional, we leverage our experience and expertise to innovate and break new ground to guarantee you results. You 

can rest assured that we are committed to deliver.”

The old value statement
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What Now?

The newly crafted messaging parameters can now guide the entire company’s communication strategy.

It can be included as brand voice guidelines to be followed by outsourced  freelance writers when developing blog posts for the company website 

or product copy for the company’s product or service listings.

It can be added as brand voice guidelines for funding decks or client sales presentations.

It can be used as brand voice guidelines for partnership decks and presentations and other corporate communication materials.



Gino likes to think about online content: publishing it, the strategy needed to make it work, and the 

varied ways to use it for marketing.

Gino has expansive experience as a content strategist who helped small businesses and startups 

develop their online content marketing strategies, providing expert advice and implementing plans 

across search optimization, social media, and content channels such as email newsletters and blogs. 

He assisted in building outsourced teams for clients, handling everything from recruitment to 

training to performance assessment and management. He has helped businesses and founders from 

North America, Europe, Israel, Dubai, and the Philippines as an independent project consultant.

Gino also has over six years of experience as a freelance writer and editor working for brands like 

VentureBeat and Slator.com writing about topics in the areas of technology, startups, digital 

marketing, language technology and services, gaming, and geek culture.
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That’s It, Folks! Thanks!

Presentation by Gino R. Diño

twitter.com/gprdino

ph.linkedin.com/in/gprdino

gprdino@gmail.com

gprdino



Thanks for your interest!
Skype gprdino Mail gino@digital-luminary.com        Web www.digital-luminary.com


